Theoretical study on the atmospheric transformation mechanism of pirimiphos-methyl initiated by O3.
Pirimiphos-methyl (PMM) is a widely used organophosphorus pesticide that can be released into the atmosphere in gas and condensed phases. It possesses a PS bond and an N,N-dialkyl group adjacent to pyrimidine, which are common functional groups for pesticides. Currently, the reaction mechanisms of O3 with these functional groups are poorly understood. In this study, the mechanisms and possible degradation products for O3-initiated atmospheric oxidation of PMM were investigated using the Density Functional Theory (DFT) method. The results show that H abstraction from the alpha carbon of the N,N-diethyl group and its subsequent reactions (hydroxylation, N-dealkylation, and carbonylation reactions), as well as the transformation of the PS bond to the PO oxone form, are the most favorable reaction pathways for PMM and O3. The Gibbs free energy (ΔG) indicates that the subsequent reactions tend to take place more spontaneously once the initial reaction occurs. In addition, theoretical calculations indicate that water can serve as an effective catalyst in the N-dealkylation reaction process. Water-assisted reactions lead to the activation energy decreasing by 20.2 kcal mol(-1) compared with direct reactions, and thus may represent a dominant reaction pathway for the N-dealkylation process in the atmosphere. These theoretical results provide new insights into O3-initiated degradation of PMM and its analogues.